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RESIDUAL FINITENESS OF COLOR LIE SUPERALGEBRAS

YU. A. BAHTURIN AND M. V. ZAICEV

Abstract. A (color) Lie superalgebra L over a field K of characteristic

t¿ 2, 3 is called residually finite if any of its nonzero elements remains nonzero

in a finite-dimensional homomorphic image of L . In what follows we are look-

ing for necessary and sufficient conditions under which all finitely generated Lie

superalgebras satisfying a fixed system of identical relations are residually finite.

In the case chariT = 0 we show that a variety V satisfies this property if and

only if V does not contain all center-by-metabelian algebras and every finitely

generated algebra of V has nilpotent commutator subalgebra.

1. Introduction

Many authors have considered a natural generalization of the class of Lie

algebras called color Lie superalgebras [1, 2, 3]. We recall that, given a field

F of characteristic different from 2, an abelian group G, and an alternating
bilinear form e : G x G —> F*, i.e.,

e(g + h,k) = e(g, k)e(h, k),        e(g, h) = e(h, g)~l,

we call a G-graded algebra 7 = J2geG Lg an (e-)color Lie superalgebra if for

any x e Lg , y € Lh, and z e 7 we have

(1) [x,y] = -e(g,h)[y,x],

(2) [[x,y],z] = [x,[y,z]]-s(g,h)[y,[x,z]].

If e is trivial, i.e., e(g, h) = 1 for all g, h e G, then L becomes an ordinary

G-graded Lie algebra. If G = Z2 and e(l, 1) = -1, then we arrive at ordinary

Lie superalgebras.

The aim of the present paper is to discuss the question about residual finite-
ness of color Lie superalgebras. Here we say that a color Lie superalgebra

7 = YlgeG Lg is residually finite if for any x^O, x e L, there exists a homo-

morphism <f) : L -* M = YlgeG Mg onto a finite-dimensional color superalgebra

such that <f>(x) / 0. It is assumed here that <fi is homogeneous, that is, we have

()>(Lg) c Mg for all g e G. An example of a color Lie superalgebra which is not

residually finite is given by the Heisenberg superalgebra F = F(g, h), where

g, h e G. The basis of this superalgebra is formed by the set {a¡, b¡, z\i e Z}

and Ta = 0 for a ¿ g, h, g + h , a, e Fg , b, e Fh (i e Z), z e Fg+h. The
commutator is given by the formula

_       [a¡, b¡] = -e(g, h)[bi ,a¿] = z,       ieZ,
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with all other commutators being zero. It is easy to see that F is not residually

finite since the image of z under any homomorphism onto a finite-dimensional

superalgebra is trivial.
To obtain an example of a finitely generated color Lie superalgebra it is

necessary to adjoin to F(g, h) a binding derivation d: F(g, h) —► F(g, h)

and then to place it into the zero component of the newly born algebra. As a

result, we obtain a superalgebra B = B(g, h) all of whose components, except

zero, are the same as in F(g, h) and Bq = Fq © (d), with commutator given

by:

(3) [d, a¡] = e(g, h)aM - e(h , g)a¡-i,

[d, bj] = e(h, g)bj+i - e(g, h)bj-i.

We ask the reader to verify that each of the algebras B(g, h) is indeed an (e-)
color Lie superalgebra, that it is finitely generated, and that it is not residually

finite (since it contains F(g, h)).

Any B(g, h) is center-by-metabelian in the sense that it satisfies an identical

relation of the form

(4) [x,\y,z],[u,v]] = 0,

where x, y, z, u, and v are arbitrary variables and we are using right-normed

notation. Our first result is

Theorem 1. Any finitely generated metabelian color Lie superalgebra with finite

grading group is residually finite.

The following example shows that we cannot extend Theorem 1 to infinite

grading groups. For this we consider a metabelian Lie algebra 7 = 7 © M,

where 7 is abelian with basis {x, y} and M is abelian with basis {z¡\i e Z}.

We set [x, z,] = z,_i and [y, z;] = z¡+\ , /' e Z. Now 7 is Z-graded if

7, = (z,) for all i ^ +1, — 1, 7_! = (x, z_i), and Lx = {y, z{). If we set
e(m, n) = 1 for all m, n e Z, then 7 becomes a color Lie superalgebra, and

M becomes the minimal nonzero graded ideal of 7, i.e., its monolith. Thus,

7 is a 3-generator monolithic metabelian algebra of infinite dimension, hence

not residually finite.
In fact Theorem 1 is a particular case of a theorem which is formulated by

using the following notation. We denote by G+ the set of elements g in the

grading group G such that e(g, g) = 1 . Similarly, G_ = {g e G\e(g, g) =

-1} . Then G = G+ U G_ and G+ is a subgroup of G. We also write

L+ = 2_^ Lg ,        7_ =  y    Lg .
g€G+ g£G-

If we use this notation then the following holds.

Theorem 2. Let F be a field, char 7 ^ 2, G be a finite group, and L be a
finitely generated color Lie superalgebra with an abelian ideal A such that L/A

is finite-dimensional and, in addition, if char 7 = 0, we assume that L\ c A .

Then L is residually finite.

The largest portion of this paper is devoted to varieties of color Lie superal-

gebras. As usual, by a variety we mean a class of superalgebras (with G and £
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fixed) satisfying a fixed system of identities. Now, given a G-graded alphabet

X = \Jg€G Xg, an equation of the form

f(xi, ... ,x„) = 0      (x,; e Xgi., g¡eG, i= 1, ... ,n),

where f(x\, ... , xn) is a (nonassociative, commutator) polynomial with coef-

ficients in 7, is called an identity in a color Lie superalgebra L if we have

f(ai, ... , a„) = 0 for any choice of a\, ... ,a„ e A such that a¡ e Agi,
i'=l,...,«.

We discuss locally residually finite varieties, i.e., in which all finitely generated

superalgebras are residually finite. It is obvious that no such variety 'V contains

an algebra of the form B(g, h). We will show (Theorem 3) that any locally

residually finite variety 2^ over an infinite field satisfies a system of identities

of the form

n

(5) [x,y{n\z] = y£cxj[yU),x,/"-J\z],      x&Xg, yeX0, zeXh.

Here [y^, x] stands for the right-normed commutator [y, ... ,y, x] with

k entries of y. A surprising fact is that if such a system, for all g, h, is

satisfied in a variety 'V of a locally soluble Lie superalgebras over an infinite

field F of positive characteristic, then 'V is residually finite (Theorem 4). In

the case when F is of characteristic zero, for a variety "V of Lie superalgebras

to be residually finite it is necessary and sufficient to require in addition to the

identities (5) that the commutator L\ of the even component 7o of any finitely

generated Lie superalgebra 7 = 70 © Lx in y acts on the whole of 7 as a

nilpotent space of transformations (Theorem 5).

We remark that all of the results in this paper are a natural generalization of

certain results about ordinary Lie algebras in [4, 5, 6].

2. Sufficient conditions for residual finiteness

In this section we prove Theorem 2 stated in the Introduction. We recall

that the enveloping algebra U(L) is a G-graded associative algebra A with

imbedding i : 7 —► A such that

(6) i([x,y]) = i(x)i(y)-e(g,h)i(y)i(x),

where x e Lg and y e Lf¡, and such that if t : L —> B isa similar homo-

morphism into a G-graded associative algebra B, then there exists a unique

homogeneous homomorphism /: A —► B such that f(i(x)) = r(x) for all

x e 7.
It is known (in the case of ordinary Lie superalgebras of characteristic zero

see, for example, [7, p. 26]) that if 7 is a field, then / is a monomorphism

which enables us to identify 7 with a subalgebra in A (under the operation

(7) [x,y] = xy-e(g,h)yx,

x € A g , y e Ah). Moreover, if E = \JgeG Eg is a totally ordered basis of 7

such that Eg is a basic of Lg , then U(L) is formed by 1 together with all

"ordered" monomials of the form

(8) eie2 ■■■en       (e,-e E, ex < e2 < ■ ■ ■ < en),
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where we cannot have e¡ = ei+i for e¿ e Eg with g e G_ .

In particular, if 7 = 7+ © 7_ is a finite-dimensional color Lie superalgebra,

then U(L) is a free left and right module of finite type 2s over its subalgebra

U(L+), where s = dim7_ . As a vector space, U(L) takes the form

(9) U(L) = S(L+)®A(L-),

where S(V) is the symmetric algebra of the vector space V and A(V) is the

Grassmann algebra for V. It is clear that, in general, the equality in (9) is not

a homomorphism of algebras. However, following the proofs of well-known

results, we can prove

Proposition 1. (1) U(L+) has no zero-divisors.

(2) If L is finite dimensional, then U(L) is noetherian.

(3) If L is finite dimensional and abelian and G is finite, then any irreducible

L-module is finite dimensional.

(4) If L is finite dimensional, G is finite, and char 7 = p > 0, then any

irreducible L-module is finite dimensional.

Proof. We have a filtration in U(L) of the form

{0} = (/.1c£/ocl/1c-cl/„c-)

where Un is the linear span of all products of elements in 7 with at most n

factors. The associated graded algebra is the enveloping algebra for the abelian

algebra 7 with basis E = \JgeG Eg . Therefore, U(L) is generated by E with

respect to defining relations of the form

(10) ee' = e(g, h)e'e,    where eeEg, e'eEh.

It is obvious then that, in U(L), the degree of elements is defined with the usual

properties. If we restrict to the subalgebra generated by E+ = \JgeG Eg , then

the degree of the product is equal to the sum of the degrees of the factors (more

exactly, that the lexicographically leading term of the product is the product of

the lexicographically leading terms of the factors). Now (1) follows since 7+

generates U(L+) = gr U(L+).
It is sufficient to verify the noetherian property for U(L+) only, since U(L)

is of finite type over U(L+). Again the key point is passing to U(L). It is

easy to see that, under our hypotheses, we can apply for our proof the usual

procedure as found in the proof of Hubert's Basis Theorem with induction

over the number of variables dim 7+ .

Let V be an irreducible (graded) 7-module, 7 being a Lie superalgebra with

finite grading group G and with form e : GxG —> 7*. Then F is a left module

over U(L) - U. Every nonzero component Vh is obviously an irreducible

t/o-module. Since G is finite it is sufficient to establish that any irreducible

(nongraded) i/o-module is finite dimensional. If n = \G\ then, clearly, any

e(g, h) is an wth root of unity. In this case, given a basis E = {e\, ... , em}

of 7, the elements e\n, ... ,ej£ generate a central polynomial subalgebra Z

such that i/o is a free (left, right) Z-module of finite type. For, if e¿ e Lg and

e¡ € Lf,, we have

efej = z(g,h)e]n-xe]el = t\g,h)ef-1eje}

= ■■■ = e2n(g, h)ejefn = e(2ng, h)ejef" = ejef" .
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By Curtis' theorem [8] all irreducible representations of Uq are finite dimen-

sional, proving (3).

Finally, let 7 be a finite-dimensional Lie superalgebra over a field 7 of

characteristic p, p > 0, x e Lg , g e G+ , and / a p-polynomial annihilating

ad x. Then /(ad x) = ad f(x). For this, it is useful to notice that, given

u e U(L), u = ugl H-\-ugk, v e U(L)h , we have

(ad u)(v) = (uglv - e(gi, h)vugl) + ■■■ + (ugkv - e(gk , h)vugk).

Now if x e Lg , g e G+ , and y e 7/, then

(ad x)*(y) = (7X - e(£, «)7x)"(y) = (Lx„ - e(pg, h)Rx,)(y) = (ad x")(y) •

Here, under the consecutive actions of ad x the value of the form e does

not change since on the (A: + l)th step ad x transforms (ad x)k(y) e Lkg+h

and
e(g, kg + h) = e(g, g)ks(g, h) = s(g, h).

It is easy to observe that if u = f(x) = ugl +-\- ugk is an element with the

property ad f(x) = 0 and g¡ ^ gj for i ^ j, then ad ugl, ... , ad ugk have

the same property. Now if we take ug , ... , u" with n = \G\, then these

elements belong to the usual center of U(L). The subalgebra Z generated

by all ugi, ... , ugk with x running through the basis {e\, ... , er} of 7+ is

in the center of U(L), which is a module of finite type over Z. Now the

same argument as before proves the finiteness of the dimension of irreducible

7-modules. The proof of the proposition is complete.

Now we are able to pass to the proof of Theorem 2 stated in § 1. This is quite

similar to the proof in [4].

Proof of Theorem 2. Let g\, ... , gt be a generating system of 7 such that

g\ + A, ... , gt + A contains a basis of H = L/A. By a linear change of

variables we can assume that some {g\ + A, ... , gs + A} is a basis in L/A and

gs+i, ■.. , gt € A . Let {cfj} be the set of structure constants with respect to

the given basis. For any i, j  (1 < i, j < s) we set

Tij = [gi, gj] - Yl cuSk ■
k

It is obvious that r,; e A. If J — id¿{r,;, gs+i, ... , g,}, then A D J. On
the other hand, dim 7/7 < s = dim L/A. Then A = J, i.e., A is the ideal

generated by {ru , gs+l, ..., gt\ 1 < /, ;' < k}.
Now we set H = L/A. Then A is a finitely generated //-module with

respect to the adjoint action. According to the above proposition, U(H) is

a noetherian algebra, hence, A is a noetherian module. For the proof of the
residual finiteness of 7 it is sufficient to verify the finiteness of the dimension

of its monolithic homomorphic images, i.e., those which have the least nonzero

ideal, the monolith. Without any loss of generality we can assume that already

7 itself is monolithic, and M is its monolith. According to claims (3) and (4)

in the above proposition, its monolith M is a finite-dimensional space. Hence

the proof of the theorem will be complete if we manage to prove the following.

Lemma 1. Let L be a finitely generated color Lie superalgebra with an

abelian ideal A  satisfying the hypotheses of Theorem 2, and let  M  be a
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finite-dimensional (homogeneous) ideal in L having nonzero intersection with

any other ideal K in L, K ^ 0. Then L is finite dimensional.

Proof. Let H — L/A . If we consider the proof of Proposition 1 then we see

that U(H) has a central noetherian G-homogeneous subalgebra Z such that

U(H) is a Z-module of finite type. Let z be an arbitrary G-homogeneous

element in Zn Ann M. Then the chain of subspaces of the form

(11) zAD z2Ad---D z'Ad---

is, in fact, a chain of t/(//)-submodules. Let us assume that none of the sub-

spaces in the chain (11) is zero; in this case for any t we also have z'AnM / 0.

We consider also the chain

(12) M n A c Ann^ z c Ann^ z2 c • • • c Ann^ z" c • • • .

Since A is a noetherian £/(//)-module, we have, for a suitable u, the following:

(13) Ann,* z" = Ann^ z"+1 = • • • .

We consider m e M n zuA, m / 0. Then, for some a e A, we have m =
zua. Furthermore, 0 = zm = z(z"a) = zu+la, i.e., a e Ann^ z"+1 . It

follows from (13) that then zua = 0, hence also m = 0, a contradiction.

Hence in the chain (11) not all the spaces are nonzero, that is, the action of

z on A is nilpotent. Now if b\, ... , bk are the Z-generators of U(H), and

z\, ... , z¡ the generators of Z , then there exist polynomials f so that u\ =

f\ (z\ ),..., u¡ = f¡(z¡) are elements in Zn Ann M. Hence any element in

U(H) can be represented as a linear combination of monomials of the form

(14) biz\> ■ ■ ■ zk'u[' ■ ■ ■ u'/,    0<k¡< di, di = degfi, i= 1,...,/, t¡ > 0.

If n¡ is the nilpotent index for the action of u¡ on A then only a finite number

of elements of the form (14), with t¡ < «, for all i = 1, ... , I, can act on A
in a nonzero way. Since A is finitely generated, we deduce that it is finite

dimensional. It follows by dim L/A < cxo that also dim 7 < oo . Now the proof

of Lemma 1 and, with it, the proof of Theorem 2 is complete.

3. Identical relations in locally residually finite varieties

Theorem 3. Let 'V be a locally residually finite variety of color Lie superalgebras

over an infinite field (with respect to a form e: G x G —> F*). Then for any

g, h e G an identity of the following form holds in 'V :

n

(15) [x,y("),z] = ^aJ[y^,x,y<"-^,z],

j=i

where a; e 7, j - 1, ... , n, x e Xg , y e X0, and z e Xh .

Proof. Since F is infinite, it is sufficient to restrict to multihomogeneous iden-

tities only. It is known [9] that a variety of ordinary Lie algebras which does

not contain B(0, 0) consists of algebras satisfying (15). It follows that 'V sat-

isfies (15) with x, y, z 6 Xq. To prove (15) in the case g = 0 we consider

B = B(0,h), where h ¿ 0. We have

BQ = (d, a¡ (/ = ••• -1,0,1,...)),        Bh = (z,bi(i = •••-!, 0,1,...)).
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Since B is not locally residually finite, y $ B . Any multihomogeneous identity

with variable x e X\(X0\J Xh) is satisfied in B. Hence y must satisfy a

multihomogeneous identity in the variables of X$ U Xh which is not satisfied
by B . Since Bf, is an abelian ideal, B satisfies any multihomogeneous identity

depending on at least two variables in Xh. Assume first that there is no identity
with one variable in Xf, which is satisfied in "V but does not hold in B.

Now since Bo is a metabelian algebra, any multihomogeneous identity in the

variables of Xq satisfied by y but not B can be brought to the form

n

y „ ßk[X\ , ■ ■ ■ , Xk_i , Xk+i , ... , X„ , Xk , Xo] = 0

k=l

modulo the metabelian identity, where like terms are reduced. (Note that this

identity as well as some others to follow are not assumed multilinear.) If, say,

ßi / 0, then setting x\ = y + z, x, = y if x¡ ^ X\, and taking the sum

of monomials of degree 1 in z we get [yW, z] = 0. It is obvious that the

same substitution in each of the consequences of [[x, y], [z, u]] = 0 gives
zero. Now, clearly, [y(?!), z] = 0 implies ( 15) with all a}■ - 0 : [x, y(n), z] = 0

with x e Xh. If we want to have (15) with z s X/, then we know already that

[z, y(n), x] = 0, hence [[y(n), x], z] = 0. Since we have

[(ad y)", ad x] = (7ad y-Raà y)"(ad x) = ¿(-1)* (") (ad y)n~k(ad x)(ad y)k,

k=o ^ '

it follows that

[[yW,x],z] = ¿(-l)^^[y("-*),x,y(fc),z],

which gives (15) with x, y e X0 and z e Xh .
Now suppose y satisfies an identity with one variable in X¡, which is not

satisfied in B(0, h). Since 5(0, h) satisfies

(16) [x,, [x2, x3], z] = 0, x,€l0,   z£Xh,

our additional identity is not a consequence of (16). We reduce that identity

modulo (16). Then it takes the form

B+l

¿2 7kixk , X\, ... , Xfc_i , Xfc+i , ... , x„ , z] = 0.
k=\

Let yi # 0. Then, setting x\ — x + y, x¡■ = y if x¡ ^ x\ , and taking the sum

of monomials of degree 1 in x yields

7l[x,yW,z]+f^yJ[y,x,y("-1',z] = 0.

On the other hand, if we apply the same substitution in the consequences of

(16), we get terms on the right-hand side of (15), proving that, indeed, "V

satisfies the identities of the form as claimed.
To get (15) of arbitrary form we consider B — B(g, h) with g, h ^ 0.

Since B is not residually finite we have B $ y. As before, "V must satisfy
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an identity in the variables of X0liXgliXhuXg+h . If g+h ^ 0 then Bg+h = (z)
and the only identity including a variable u e Xg+h which does not hold in B is

u = 0. However, it follows from this identity that [x, z] = 0 with x e Xg and

z g Xh, and this implies [x, y, z] = 0 with x e Xg , y e X0 , and z e Xh , i.e.,
the identity as required. Hence, we may assume that the identities of y which

do not hold in B include only the variables in X0U Xgl> Xh . It is very clear

that an "additional" identity cannot contain more than two variables in XguXh

since Bg + Bh + (z) is a 2-step nilpotent ideal in B . If this identity depends

only on variables in X0 then it must be y = 0, with y e Xo, which, obviously

implies (15). If the additional identity contains only one variable which is not

in Xo, say, z e Xh , then, since we have [y\, y2] = 0 in B for y\, y2 e X0,

this identity is equivalent to [yi, ... , y„, z] = 0. If we identify all y\, ... , y„

with some y we have [y(,!), z] = 0, hence [x, y(n), z] = 0, hence (15). Now

let the additional identity contain two variables x e Xg and zeIj with all

the rest in Xq . Since B = B(g, h) satisfies

(1~ [y,x,z] = 0,        yeX0, xeXg,  zGXh,

[yi,y2] = o,      yi,y2ex0,

our additional identity reduces, modulo (17), to the form

[x,yu... ,y„,z] = 0.

If we identify y\, ... ,yn then we get [x, y("), z] = 0. As for the consequences

of the first identity in (17), either these are zero or else they have the form of a

linear combination of monomials of the form [y, [y(m), x], [y(/c), z]], m + k =

n - 1 ; if g + h = 0, the consequences of the second identity in (17) have the

same form, and if g + h ^ 0 then all the consequences of the second identity

are zero. It is clear the rewriting these monomials in the right-normed form

gives only the monomials in the right-hand side of (15), proving the theorem.

4.  TWO LEMMAS ON REPRESENTATIONS OF SOLUBLE LlE ALGEBRAS

This section contains some auxiliary results. The motivation for the lemmas

that follow lies in the fact that, given an arbitrary color Lie superalgebra 7 =

Sgec Lg ' any °f iïs components Lg becomes an 7o-module, where 70 is an

ordinary Lie algebra.

Lemma 2. Let 7 be a finitely generated soluble Lie algebra over an infinite field

F, and let V be an L-module. If a representation of L by linear operators of

a vector space V satisfy identities of the form

n

(18) \y{n),x] = Y,*jyi¡y{n-J),x],

7=1

n

(19) [z,y{n),x] = 5>j[yW, z,y^K x],

y=i

then, for some m, Lm acts on V as a nilpotent space of transformations, where

Lm = [L, 7, ... , 7] with m factors.

Proof. We apply to (18) the method of divided variables due to Mishchenko

[10].   If lj = 0 for all ; = \,...,n  in (18), then g(x, y) = [y(n), x]  is
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equal to zero on V identically. Since 7 is an infinite field, the linear span

of values of g is an ideal. This ideal contains Lm for some m because any

finitely generated soluble Lie algebra with Engel condition is nilpotent (see, for
example, [11, Theorem 4.7.2]).

Let s be the greatest of the indices in (18) such that Xs / 0 and z, y e 7.

We consider the operators A, B, C, D : L —► End V such that for all x e 7

we have

A(x) = yx,    B(x) = [y, x],     C(x) = zx,    TJ(x) = [z,x].

Then (18) can be written in the form fB"~s = 0 on 7, where

f = f(A,B) = Bs-J2ÀJAJBS~J-
7=1

Now let ft be the sum of monomials of total degree i in C, D in the polyno-

mial f(A + C, B + D). Then f0 = f(A, B) and fs = f(C, D). We will show
that for each i = 0, ... , s there exists a number k¡ such that

(20) fiBk< = 0

on 7.
If / = 0 then such a relation follows from (18) if we set A:0 = n - 1.

Now we assume that the numbers kç>, k\, ... , k¡-\ have been found. For any

nonnegative t we have by (19) an equation of the form

(21) f(A + C, B + D)[(y + z)<"-s>, y« , x] = 0.

Since F is infinite, the sum of monomials of degree /' in z in (21) is also

trivial. It takes the form

(22) f[y{n-s+t) , *] + £ fjgjW y, ad z)(x).

7

Here the summation over j goes from 0 to i- 1 if /' < n-s and from i-n+s

to / — 1 if i > n — s , and gj is a homogeneous polynomial of degree i — j in

ad z and of degree d = n-s + t-i + j in ad y . It follows from (19) that

gj(ad y, ad z) has the form (ad y)k>hj(ad y, ad z) if d > kj + n(i - j), i.e.,

t > r¡j = kj + n(i - j - I) + i - j + s . Now it is sufficient to define A, as the

greatest of the numbers rtj. Since the homogeneous component of degree i in

z is equal to zero in (21), we have (20). If i = s, then (20) takes the form

(23) [zM,T] = '¿t*jZJ[*-J).T].
7 = 1

where 7 = [y(fc), x] for suitable k and where the last summand in the right-

hand side takes the form A.szsT with Xs ̂  0. Since F is an infinite field the

linear span of values of 7 is an ideal, while it follows from the local nilpotence

of soluble Engel Lie algebras that this ideal contains Lm for some m . Having

substituted z = 7 = b e Lm in (23), we get the equation of the form bs+l = 0.

Now we want to prove that Lm acts on F as a nilpotent space of transfoma-

tions. It was proved in [6] that any finitely generated soluble Lie algebra with

an identity of the form (19) is in the product of two nilpotent varieties (Lemma
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6). Hence, without loss of generality, we may assume that 7m is a nilpotent

Lie algebra.
Since 7 is finitely generated, 7/7m is finite dimensional. Now let {e\, ... ,

eq} be a basis of 7 modulo Lm such that [e¡, e¡\ can be written as a linear

combination (modulo Lm) of elements ek with k < i, j. Let a\, ... , ar

be generators of the ideal Lm including the elements of the form [e¡ ,ef\ —

YX=\ cuek > where the d¡¡ are the structure constants of L/Lm . Using the

nilpotence of Lm it is easy to verify that, as a Lie algebra, Lm can be generated

by all commutators of the form

(24) [e['l],...,e^,ai],        h, ... , tq >0, i=\,...,r.

We denote by H the subalgebra in Lm generated by elements of the form

(24) with t\, ... , tq < n — 1. Then H is finite dimensional and acts on V

by nilpotent operators. Let W\, ... ,wq be a basis of H. If v e V then the

//-submodule W generated by v is a linear span of elements w[l • • • wq v .

For any h e Lm and w £ W, the element hs+lw is equal to zero. Hence,

dim W < q(s +1 ) = N. It is known that H can be represented as a set of upper

triangular (N x /V)-matrices (see, for example, [11, Chapter 1]). Therefore,

hi--- hfjV = 0 for any h\, ... ,hs £ H.
For the proof it is sufficient to verify that b\ ■ ■ ■ b^V = 0 for all b\, ... , b^

of the form (24). We introduce a partial ordering on the set of such elements

by setting

[e^,...,eqt<\ai}<[e^,...,equ<),aj]

if (ii,... , tq) is lexicographically less than (u\, ... , uq) (we compare the com-

ponents from the right to the left). Similarly we can define the ordering of the

sets of the form {b\, ... b^} by comparing their terms from the right to the

left considering the ordering introduced just above.
If all bj in the set {by, ... , bN} are generators of H, then b\ ■ ■ ■ b^v — 0

for any v e V . Otherwise, let b¡ be the first from right to left generator of Lm

of the form
bi = [e\tú,...,egt'),aj],

where at least one exponent, say tq , is not less than n .

If ii > i2 and w e L then by the Jacobi identity the commutator [eit , e¡2, w]

is a linear span of elements [eiy, w], where z3 < i2, and [e¡2, eix , w]. It fol-

lows that if we replace one of the entries of ep in b¿ by e¡ with I < p then

we get a linear span of some elements b\ of the type (24) and b\ < b¡.

If we replace one of the entries of ep in b¡ by ak then we get a linear span

of commutators [d\, d2], where d\, d2 are of the form (24) and d\, d2 < b¡.

We set

c = [eq'<\el»\...,eq'rl<),aJ).

The commutator [eq, ep] is equal to /¿i^i + • •■ + p.p-\ep-\ + ak for some k ,
where the Hi, ... , p.p-\ are in F . It follows that b¡ -c isa linear span of

some commutators d and [d\, d2], where d, d\ , and d2 are of the type (24)

and less than b¡.
Now the element b\ - - - bi-i(b¡ - c)bl+\ - ■ ■ bp/v takes the form of a linear

combination of products of the form

¿>i • • • bi-idj^dj^i+i ■ ■ ■ bNv ;        b\ ■ ■ ■ bi^idjbi+i ■ ■ ■ bNv
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in each of which the "tail" on TV rightmost operators, acting on v , is strictly

less than {by, ... , b^}, hence we may apply our induction. So, our element

b\ ■■ ■ bffV is equal to an element of the form b\ ■ ■ • b¡-icb¡+\ ■ ■ ■ b^v . We set

w = bi+i ■ ■ • bffV. According to (18), the element cw is equal to a linear

combination of the form ekckw , where

ck = [eq'*-k\e\'>),...,eií¡rll),aj],        k>0.

The vector by ■ ■ ■ b¡-yekckw is in the 7-module generated by some elements of

the form d\ ■ ■ ■ d¿-yckw with d\, ... , d¡-\ e Lm . As all elements (24) generate

Lm it follows that by-b¡-yekckw is in the 7-module generated by elements

£i • • • gmCkw > where g\, ... , gm are of the form (24) and m > i — 1.

Element ck is not of the type (24). If we move eq in ck from left to right

using the Jacobi identity and the relation [eq, ep] — fiyey H-h pLp-\ep-\ + ak ,

then we express ck as a linear span of some fk of the form (24) with fk < b¡.

Hence, by-bi-yekckw is in the 7-module generated by

g\ • ■ • gmfkW = g\ ■ ■ ■ gmfkbi+l ■■•bNV.

Since fk < b¡ and m > i - 1, we may apply induction over the partial ordering

on the sets of the form {b\, ... , b^}. By the inductive hypothesis,

gl ■ ■ ■ gmfkbi+l ■ ■ ■ bNv = 0

and b\ ■ ■ ■ b^v = 0.
If tk > n - 1 for b¡ with k < q - 1 then the proof is quite similar to the

case k = q. The proof of Lemma 2 is complete.

Lemma 3. Let L be a finitely generated soluble Lie algebra and V a finitely

generated L-module with identities (18) and (19). Then V is a noetherian

L-module.

Proof. By Lemma 2 for some m the ideal Lm acts on V by nilpotent trans-

formations. Now V possesses a finite series of submodules of the form

V = V0 D Vx = LmV0 D ■ • O Vk+i = LmVk D • • o LmVN = {0}.

To prove that F is a noetherian 7-module it is sufficient to verify the noethe-

rian property of each factor Vk/Vk+i, k — 1, ... , N, where, in fact, each
Vk/Vk+i is an 7/7m-module. Since 7/7m is finite dimensional, U(L/Lm) is

noetherian and it is sufficient to verify that each module Vk/Vk+l is finitely
generated.

Let {e\, ... , eq] be a basis of 7 modulo Lm and {a\, ... ,ar} a generating

set for Lm as an ideal of 7. The number of commutators of the form

(25) [e\tl),...,eq'«],ai],       0 < r,,..., tq < n - 1,

is finite. Using induction over k we want to show that Vk = Vk+l + Pk , where

Pk is the 7-submodule generated by all b\ ■ ■ ■ bkv with each b¡ of the form
(25) and v is one of the generators of F as an 7 -module, the number of such

generators being finite. If k = 0, then it is obvious.

Now let k > 1 and suppose that Vk_x - Vk + Pk_x is already true. Then

Vk = Vk+\ + H, where H is the linear span of the set of the elements of the

form

de[l-eqqb2-bkv,
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where b2, ... ,bk is of the form (25) and d £ Lm . It follows from this that

Vk , as an 7-module, is generated by Vk+l together with the set of elements

of the form db2 ■ ■ ■ bkv , where d = [ex, ... , eqtq), a¡]. If ty, ... , tq < n - 1
then d is an element of the form (25) as required. Otherwise, let us assume

that one of the t¡, say tq , is greater than n - 1. We set B = b2 ■ ■ ■ bkv and

c = [eqtq), ex ,..., eqh_-yl), a¡]. It follows from ( 18) that cB = £jÀjeJqCjB,

where each Cj, as well as d - c, can be expressed modulo (Lm)2 as a linear

combination of commutators [e{    , ... , eq   , a¡] with Sy-\-\-sq < ty-\-\-tq .

By lowering the total degree consecutively we get the inclusion dB e Vk+l + Pk .
The proof is complete.

5. Sufficient conditions for finite generation

of color Lie superalgebras and their modules

We recall that for any color Lie superalgebra 7 we have a decomposition of

the form 7 = 7+ © 7_ .

Lemma 4. Let L = ^2geG Lg be a finitely generated soluble color Lie superalge-

bra over a field F, char 7 ^ 2, such that for all g, h £ G and r e G+ we have

an identity of the following form in L :

n

(26) [x, y« , z] = £ aj\yW , x, y<"-» , z],

7=1

where ay, ... , an £ F, x £ Lg, z £ Lh, and y £ Lr. Then 7+ is a finitely

generated color Lie superalgebra and 7_ is a finitely generated. L+-module.

Proof. Let 7 be generated by homogeneous elements Xy, ... , xm, yy, ... ,ym

with x, £ 7_ and y¡■ £ L+ , i = 1,..., m. We denote by 77 the subalgebra in
7 generated by y,■, x} , i = I, ... , m. Then H c 7+ . We denote by M the

//-submodule in 7 generated by all commutators of the form [ay, ... , ar],

where all the ay, ... , ar are commutators of the form

(27) \yl,...,y¡¡r),x\*),-,x¡Sm),u]

such that u £ {xy, ... , xm,yy, ... ,ym) and the following restrictions take

place: 0 < ty, ... , tm < n , 0 < qy, ... , qm < 2« .

Our next goal is to prove the equation L = M. For the elements a¿ and

a\ of the form (27) we set ax < a\ if and only if (ty, ... , tm, q{, ... qm) is

lexicographically less than (t\, ... , t'm, q[, ... , q'm) if we compare the compo-

nents from the right to the left. We extend this partial ordering to all ordered

sets of the form {ay, ... , ar) by comparing the components from the right to

the left.
We want to prove that any commutator [ay, ... , ar] of the elements of the

form (27) is in M. This will prove L — M, because all elements (27) with the

restriction ty + ■ ■■ + tm + qy + ■ ■ qm > 1 generate 72 as a superalgebra. We

proceed by induction over the partial ordering.

If the exponents /, and q¡ of each of the a¡ do not exceed n and 2n respec-

tively, then [ay, ... , ar}£ M by the construction. Suppose that the inductive

hypothesis is satisfied and a, is a commutator of the form (27) with tm > n .

.Then the difference a¡ - [y^m), c¡], where c, = [y{    ,... , jfc,). x[q,),... ,
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xi'"', u], can be written in the form of a linear combination of commutators

[dy, d2], where each factor dj has the form (27) and it is strictly less than a,.

Using identities of the set (26) one can write the commutator [[ymm^ , c¡], d],

d being arbitrary homogeneous, as a linear combination of commutators of the

form [y«, \yfr-A , Cj], d], j > 1. Any [ymm~j), c¡] is equal to

r,.('l) v(ím-7)     v(«i) v{Qm)     ,.-1
Is y     > • • ■ j /m > -*]      > • • • > -*m     j mJ

plus a linear combination of commutators [dy, ¿2], where dy, ¿2 are of the

form (27) and dy, ¿2 < ¿*¡.
Since ym £ H, using the Jacobi identity for color Lie superalgebras proves

that [ay, ... , ar] lies in the //-module generated by commutators of the form

[by, ... ,bs, ai+y, ... , ar], with s > i, where all factors have the form (27)

with bs < a¡. Now {by, ... , bs, a¡+y, ... , ar} is strictly less than {a\,..., ar},

hence by the inductive hypothesis, [ay, ..., ar] is in M.

Arguing similarly in the case where one of the exponents ty, ... , tm in the

expression for a¡ is greater than n or one of the qy, ... , qm is greater than

2« and moving xj to the left, we get [ay, ... , ar] £ M in the general case.

To complete the proof of Lemma 4 it is sufficient to construct a finitely

generated subalgebra B of 7+ such that 7+ and 7_ are finitely generated

ß-modules. We use induction over the solubility length of 7. If 72 = 0 then

B = L+ = (yy, ... , ym). Now suppose that 72 ^¿ 0.

Let R denote the subalgebra in 7 generated by the elements of the form

(27) with 0 < ty, ... , tm < n, 0 < qy, ... , qm <2n, and t\ + ■ ■■ + tm +Q\ +
-H qm > 1 • Since the solubility length of R is strictly less than that of 7, it
is possible to assume that R+ contains a finitely generated subalgebra C such

that R+ and R- , as C-modules, are generated by the set of elements of the

form {Yy, ... , Y/yr}, {Xy, ... , XN} respectively.

It follows from L = M, proven above, that if

5 = alg{C,yi, ... ,ym,xf, ... , x^}

then, as a 5-module, 7+ is generated by Y, and y,, and 7_ by all X¡ and

Xi, proving Lemma 4.

In the case of ordinary superalgebras we derive the following result from

Lemmas 2, 3, and 4.

Proposition 2. Let y be a locally soluble variety of Lie superalgebras over an

infinite field F, char 7 ^ 2. Then the following conditions are equivalent.

(a) Any finitely generated Lie superalgebra in y satisfies the maximality

condition for ideals.
(b) Any finitely generated Lie superalgebra 7 = 7o©7] in y is noetherian

as an L0-module.
(c) The following identities hold in y-.

7=1

where i = 1,2,3. Here if i = 1 then all three variables x, y, z are in L0, if

i = 2 then x, y £ Lq and z £ Ly, and if i = 3 then y £ L0 and x, z e L\.
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Proof. If the third condition holds then y has an identity

n

[z,y("),x] = ^/JJ[yW,z,y("-^,x]

7=1

for z £ Ly, x, y £ Lo, and ßy, ... , ßn £ F. Indeed this is another ex-

pression of the identity (c) for i = 2, because [x, y^', z] with an arbitrary

A; is equal to (-l)^[z, y^, x] modulo the linear span of the commutators

[yW , z, y("-'), x], i > 1. It follows from Lemma 4 that both 70 and Ly

are finitely generated 7o-modules. Applying Lemma 3 we get (b) and this,

obviously, implies (a). Now we want to prove that the first condition of the

proposition implies the third one. We consider the ideal Ik in the y-free al-
gebra 7 generated by [x, z],[x, y, z], ... ,[x, y(fc), z], where x, y, and z

are free generators of 7. Then 7 c I2 c • • • and, by the maximality condition,

7, = /„_i for some n . Hence, [x, y(">, z] 6 In-\ ■ It follows that

[x,yW,z] = ¿s;-[x,y<"-»,z],

7=1

where gj is a polynomial depending on ad x, ad y, and ad z . Since 7 is an

infinite field and x, y, z are free generators, it follows that gj = ßj(ad y)j.

Varying the parities of x, y, z, without any difficulty we get all three identities

as claimed. The proof is complete.

Lemma 5. Let L = 7o © Ly be a finitely generated soluble Lie superalgebra with

identities of the form

n

(28) [x,y{tt),z] = Yl<*j\yU)>x,y{n-j),z],       x,y,z£L0,

7=1

n

(29) [x,y("',z] = ^^[yW,x,y("-^,z],        x,ye70,  z e 7,,

7=1

n

(30) [x, y<">, z] = £ rj\yW , x, yO-» , z],        y £ L0, x, z 6 7,.

7=1

Suppose also that M = M<¿ © My is a finitely generated L-module, and the

following identities hold for the representation of L on M :

(3i) [y«, z]v = Y,kjyi\y(n~i). *]«.
7=1

w/j/î y 6 7o, z e 7[, Xij £ F, and i = 0 if v £ M0, i = 1 if v £ My. Then
M is a finitely generated module over the superalgebra H = 70 © [7q , Ly] for

any c > 2.

Proof. By Lemma 4 we can say that 70 is finitely generated and 71, as an

7o-module, can be generated by a finite set of elements Xy, ... , xq £ Ly . Let

{ey, ... , em) be a basis of 7o modulo 7£ chosen in such a way that, modulo

7q , [e¡, e¡\ is equal to a linear combination of elements of the form ek, k <
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i, j . Then, modulo [7q , Ly], Ly becomes the linear span of commutators of

the form

(32) [e{l,...,e{tt),Xi].

We order the commutators of the form (32) by comparing vectors (ty, ..., tm, i)

lexicographically from the right to the left. Now if {uj} is a finite set of ho-

mogeneous generators of M as an 7-module then, by Poincarè-Birkhoff-Witt's

Theorem, M as an //-module can be generated by the elements of the form

(33) by-brUj,        by>--->br, r>0,

where by, ... ,br are commutators of the form (32). Let 7 denote the H-

submodule of M generated by all elements of the form (32) such that each b¡

satisfies the conditions ty, ... , tm < n . To prove our lemma it is sufficient to

verify that each element of the form (33) is in 7. For r = 0 the above inclusion

is obvious. Now suppose that it holds for all numbers less than r. Then, by

the Jacobi identity, it is sufficient to verify that 7 contains all elements of the

form byb2---brUj, where the restrictions ty, ... , tm < n hold for b2, ... , br

and b2> ■■■ > br.

Now let by — [e|9l), ... , em™1, x,]. We consider first the case where qy, ... ,

qm < n . If by > b2 then by- bru¡ is in 7 by construction. If b¡ > by > bi+l,
then applying induction over r shows that by-brUj is congruent, modulo 7,

to B = ¿>2 • • • bjbybj+y ■ ■ ■ brUj . In the case where by / bi+l we find that B is in
7, otherwise, if by = bi+y , we have B £ 7 by the induction hypothesis, since

b\ £ 70 c H.
Now let the exponents qy, ... , qm , in the expression of by , be arbitrary. We

set b2 • • • brUj = v . If qy > n then, using identity (31), we can write byv as a

linear combination of elements of the form e{cjV , where c, is a commutator

of the form (32) with h < n- 1. If q¡ > n and d = [ef], e[q,),..., e{qm), x,]
then the difference by -d can be expressed, modulo H, as a linear combination

of elements of the form (32) which are strictly less than by . This enables us to

lower the degree of by with respect to any of the variables e¡ using (31). So,
all reduces to the situation considered above, and the proof is complete.

6. Finite dimension of certain modules over Lie superalgebras

All results that follow from now on refer to Lie superalgebras over a field F

of characteristic different from 2.

Lemma 6. Let L, M, and H be as in Lemma 5. If Q is an infinite-dimensional

H-submodule in M and dimM/Q < oo, then Q contains a nonzero 7-

submodule.

Proof. Let {ey, ... , em] be a basis of 70 modulo Lc0 and {x,} a finite set of

elements, generating Ly as an 7o-module. Let {zy, ... , z#} be the set of all

commutators of the form

(34) [e[«),...,e<Sm),Xi],        0 < qx,..., qm < n - 1.

We denote by {Ay, ... , AT) the set of all linear operators on M of the form

z¡y Zik , N > i y > ■ ■ ■ > ik > 1 . By our hypothesis we can choose in Q an

infinite-dimensional subspace Wy such that Ay Wy c Q. Now we can choose in
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Wy an infinite-dimensional subspace W2 such that A2 W2 c Q. By repeating

this procedure we will arrive at a nonzero vector v in Q such that A¡v £ Q

for all i = 1, ... , 7.
Now let 1/(7) be the enveloping algebra for 7 and let 7 be a subspace in

U(L) spanned by the elements of the form fA¡, i = 0, ... , T, with A0 = 1
and / € U(H). Then Pv c Q by the choice of v . The proof of our lemma

will be complete if we verify that Pv is an 7-module. Since /7 = 7o©[7^, Ly],
it is sufficient to verify the inclusion aPv c Pv , where a is a commutator of

the form (32). As in the proof of Lemma 5 one can show that identity (31)

implies the following relation:

(35) aw = ^2hjZjW       (mod U(H)w),

7

where a and w are arbitrary in 7 and M respectively, each z¡ is a commu-

tator of the form (34), and h¡ £ U(H). It follows from (35) that, to finish the
proof, it remains to show that Pv contains all elements of the form z¡A¡v .

Let Ai = Zjx ■■■ Zjk. If k = 1 then [zj, A¡] £ Lq , hence it is obvious that
ZjAiV £ Pv . Now suppose k > 1. If j > jy then the product ZjA¡ is one of

the operators A\, ... , At , hence ZjA¡v £ Pv . Otherwise, if js-y > j > js for

some 5 then moving z; to the right in the expression of ZjA¡v we can write

this latter, modulo Pv , as the sum of some of the products of the form

(36) ZjyZhgrZjr+yZjkV

in which gr £ 7o, r < s — 1. Moving gr to the left we get an expression

for any of (36) as the sum of some elements of the form bt = fizj, ■ ■ ■ zik with

it > i'i+i > • • • > ik > 2 < t < k, fi £ L. Hence, considering (35), we express

ZjA¡v modulo Pv as the sum of elements of the form hz¡A¡v with h £ U(H),

A¡ = z,, • • • z,s, and s < k - 1. Applying induction over k we derive that all

these elements are in Pv , proving the lemma.

Lemma 7. Let 7 and M be as in Lemma 5 and the action of Lc0 on M and

Ly is nilpotent. Also let c = 2 if the characteristic of the ground field is zero. If

M is an irreducible L-module then dim M < oo.

Proof. We denote 7, by S0 and [7<¡, £,-_,] by S,, if i > 0. Then Sd = 0
for some d. We proceed by induction over d. If d = 1 then, using the

notation in Lemmas 5 and 6, H = 7o . If M is an irreducible //-module then

HCM - 0, hence M is an irreducible module over the finite-dimensional Lie

algebra H/Hc, and c = 2 if char 7 = 0. By Proposition 1, dim M < oo.
If M has a nonzero proper //-submodule then it has a maximal such sub-

module. We denote this latter by Q. Then dim M/Q < cxd and using Lemma

6 guarantees the finiteness of the dimension of M.

Now suppose d > 1. Then H = 70 © [7q, Ly] is a finitely generated Lie

superalgebra by Proposition 2. By Lemma 5, M is a finitely generated H-

module. Hence, by the induction hypothesis, all irreducible submodules and

quotient-modules of M as a //-module are finite dimensional.

Let Q be a maximal //-submodule of M, Q ^ M. Then dimM/Q < oo
and Lemma 6 complete the proof of Lemma 7.

Lemma 8. Let 7 = 70©7i and M = Mo©^ be as in Lemma 1 and the action

of Lq on Mq as well on My satisfies the identities of the form (18). Also let
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M have a finite-dimensional L-submodule K which has a nonzero intersection

with any nonzero L-submodule. Then dim M < oo.

Proof. First we consider the case where Ly = 0. If LC0M = 0 then M is a

finitely generated module over a finite-dimensional Lie algebra 7/Ann¿(/kf).

It follows by Lemma 1 that the semidirect product (7/ Ann¿(M)) © M (where

L/ ArmL(M) is a subalgebra and M is an ideal) is finite dimensional, hence

we will assume in what follows that LC0M = 7 ^ 0. Now Lemma 3 applies

to both (7o, A/o) and (7o, My), hence 7 is a finitely generated 7-module.
In this case 7,7, and TDK satisfy the hypotheses of the lemma, while the

nilpotent index of the action of Lc0 on 7 is by one less than in the case of

(7, M). Therefore, the induction argument enables us to conclude that 7 is

finite dimensional.

Now let Dj denote the 7-submodule in M consisting of those v for which

one has by-bjV = 0 for any by, ... , bj £ Lc. We want to verify that all

Dj have finite codimension in M. By our hypothesis, Dq — M for some

q. Suppose the finiteness of the dimension of M/D¡+y has been proven. Let

Ay, ... , An be all the operators of End M of the form zy-zj, where each

factor is of the form

(37) [ey,...,e<t\yi]

with 0 < ty, ... , tm < n - 1, {ey, ... , em) being a basis of 7 modulo Lc,

and {y,} a finite set of elements generating Lc as an ideal of 7.

Set Bj — YsxAj. Since A¡M c 7 and dim 7 < oo, the codimension of Bj

in M is finite. Then also for Q = By n- ••r\Bffr\Dj+y we have dimM/Q < oo .
Now we want to show that Dj d Q. If w £ Q then it is sufficient to verify

ay- üjW = 0 with ay,..., aj of the form (37) without any restrictions on the

exponents ty, ... , tm .

For instance, let ar = [e[9'\ ... , e^, y¡] and qs > n. Since w £ Dj+l

the factor ar in ay-üjW can be replaced by br and by a linear combination

of a'r of the same form but also with q[ H-\- q'm < qy + ■■■ + qm . Here br

is the commutator of the form [e{sqs), e[q[),... , e¡tjl), «fe0 , • ■ • , 4?m), yi\ ■
Using (18) we can replace this latter by a linear combination of the prod-

ucts of the form ekcr in which any cr is a commutator of the form (37)

with ty + ■•■ + tm < qy + ■ ■ ■ + qm . This means that ay- üjW belongs to

the 7-submodule generated by by-bjW with by, ... , bj of the form (37)
with bounded exponents ey, ... , em . Hence ay- a¡w = 0 and the proof of

Q c Dj is complete.
Now from the finiteness of the dimension of M/D¡ it follows that, for j' = 1,

M has a submodule Dy of finite codimension such that LcDy = 0. If Dy ^ 0

then L, Dy, and Dy nK satisfy the hypothesis of the lemma, hence, as shown

above, dim Dy < oo. Thus, in the case 7 = 7o, M is a finite-dimensional

7-module.
Now suppose Ly ^ 0. We make use of the nilpotence of the action of

Lcq on Ly and proceed by induction over the nilpotent index. We set H =

7o © [7q, 7i]. By Lemma 5, M is finitely generated as an //-module and it

follows by Proposition 2 that H is a finitely generated Lie superalgebra. By

Zorn's Lemma there is a maximal //-submodule Q in M whose intersection

with K is trivial.  Then H, M/Q, and K + Q/Q satisfy the hypotheses of
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the lemma. The induction hypothesis (the induction starts with the above case

7i = 0) enables us to assume that M/Q is finite dimensional. If Q is infinite

dimensional then, by Lemma 6, there exist a nonzero 7-submodule W in Q.

Then W n K — 0 by the choice of Q which contradicts the hypotheses of the

lemma. Consequently, dim Q < oo and the proof of Lemma 8 is complete.

7. Locally residually finite varieties of Lie superalgebras

Theorem 4. Le y be a locally soluble variety of Lie superalgebras over an infinite

field F of characteristic different from 2. Then the property of being locally

residually finite for y is equivalent to the following two conditions:

(a) y satisfies the identities of the form (28), (29), (30).
(b) If char 7 = 0, then any finitely generated algebra 7 = 70 © Ly in y

satisfies an identity of the form

(38) [[xy,yy], ... ,[xm,ym], z] = 0,       x¡, y¡ £ 70,  z e 7.

Proof. We prove first that the conditions above are necessary. We have obtained

(a) in Theorem 3 for arbitrary locally residually finite varieties.

Now suppose char 7 = 0 and let 7 = 7o © Ly be a free algebra in y with

free generators of the form Xy, ... , xt, yy,... , yt, zy, z2, where z2 £ Ly

and zi and all the x,, y, are in 70 . Following the argument in Lemma 5 in

[5] virtually verbatim we may assume that fN = 0 for some N, where / =

ad([yi, Xi] H-h [y,, x(]). If b is an arbitrary element in 7q , depending only

on the variables in yy, ... , yt, then b can be written in the form b = [yy, by] +

-1- [y< > bt], where by, ... , bt £ 70 . Then the mapping x, i-» b¡ takes fN z¡,

which is zero, into the commutator [b^ , zj], j = 1, 2. Hence, if we denote

by H the intersection of L\ with the subalgebra generated by y y, ... , y, we

will have a weak identity x^ = 0 satisfied in the representation of H by linear

operators of 70 and Ly. (Let A be an associative enveloping algebra of the
Lie algebra B. This means that B c A and elements of B generate A as

an associative algebra. If the associative polynomial f(xy, ... , x„) is equal

to zero in A for any xy, ... , xn £ B then this polynomial is called a weak

identity of the pair (A, B).)
We shall prove that if H is a Lie algebra of linear transformations on the

vector space W over a field 7 of characteristic zero and xN = 0 for any
x £ H, then Xy -xk = 0 as a linear map on W for some k , where xy, ... ,xk

are arbitrary elements of H.

By Theorem 4.1 in [12] H is a nilpotent Lie algebra, since (ad x)2yv+1 = 0.

Let us prove our statement for an abelian algebra H.

Since [//,//] = 0, the unique monomial which depends on all by, ... , bs

on the left-hand side of equation (by -\-h b^)N = 0 is equal to Nlby ■ -bu ■
Since char 7 = 0, it follows that by ■■ ■ b^ — 0, and the proof of the statement

is complete for an abelian algebra.
Now suppose //' = 0, t > 2. We proceed by induction over ;. Denote by Z

the center of H. Then Z acts on W as a nilpotent space of transformations.

We may construct a finite chain of //-submodules

W = Wo D Wx Z) ■ • • D WjO • • • D WN = 0,

where W¡ = ZWj_y for j = 1, ... , N. For any j > 0, M¡ = Wj/Wj+y is an
H/Z-module and, by the inductive hypothesis, H acts on A/) in a nilpotent
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way, since (H/Z)'~l = 0. Hence, H is a nilpotent space of transformations

on W, and the proof of the statement is complete.
This implies the nilpotence of the action of // on 7, hence the validity of

(38) since, by Theorem 3 and Lemma 4, 7o is finitely generated.

Now we want to prove that the conditions of our theorem are sufficient. Let

7 be a finitely generated soluble Lie superalgebra over a field 7 with (28),

(29), (30) and, if char7 = 0, with (38). It follows from (28) and (29) that the
representations of 70 in 7o and Ly satisfy the identities of the form (18) and

(19). Similarly, it follows from (29) and (30) that the adjoint representation

of 7 satisfies (31). It was shown in the proof of Proposition 2 that 7 satisfies

all the conditions of Lemma 4. Hence, 7o is a finitely generated algebra and,

by Lemma 2, there exist such c that 7q acts on 7 as a nilpotent space of

operators. One may assume that c = 2 is char7 = 0. As in the proof of

Theorem 2 it is sufficient to show that if 7 has the least nonzero ideal K,

then it is finite dimensional. Since 7 as a module over itself and K as an

7-module satisfy the hypotheses of Lemmas 5, 7, and 8, it follows by Lemma 7

that dim K < oo and by Lemma 8 that dim 7 < oo. Now the proof is complete.

It is possible to abandon the solubility condition in Theorem 4 in the case

where the ground field is of characteristic zero.

Lemma 9. Let 7 = To © Ly be a Lie superalgebra over afield of characteristic

zero satisfying (28), (29), and (30), and, for each p, let there exist an N such

that (ad([ay, by] + ■ ■ ■ + [ap, bp]))N = 0 for all by, ... , bp, ay, ... , ap £ L0.
Then 7 is locally soluble.

Proof. We construct a subalgebra in 7 of the form

R = R0®Ry=L0®[L0,... ,L0,Ly]

such that for some k we have (adb2)k+l = 0 in R for any b in Ry . First

consider the case where not all the ßj in (29) and the y¡ in (30) are zero.

We can divide variables in (29) and (30) using (29) in the same way as was

done in Lemma 2. This gives the identities of the form

k

(39) [x,y<*>,Z] = £^[y^,x,y<*-;>,Z],        x,y€70,

7 = 1

k

(40) [x, y<*>, Z] = £ pj\yW , x , y<fc"», Z],        y e 70 ,  x £ Ly .

7=1

Here, Z - [i(r), z], z € L\, t £ 70 and some r. Besides, Xk / 0 and jtk / 0.

Let M denote the 70-submodule in Ly generated by all elements of the form

[a^, b], a £ 70, b £ Ly . Then the representation of 70 in Ly/M satisfies

the weak identity ur = 0, whence we derive the nilpotence of the action of 7o

on Ly/M (it was shown in the proof of Theorem 4). Consequently, for some

s, we have

(41) TscM,

where 70 = Ly and Tj = [70, 7)_i] if j > 0. We want to show that M is the

linear span of the elements of the form [a(r), b], a £ Lq, b £ Ly . If a, d £ Lq
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and b £ Ly, then

(42) [d, a^ , b] - [a{r) ,d,b] = ^[aw , [d, a], a{r-j~l), b].

The sum on the right-hand side of (42) is one of the values of a partial lin-

earization of [y W, x], y 6 70, x £ Ly. Hence, [d, a(r), b] can be written as

a linear combination of values of the monomial [yW , x] in 7. It follows then

that M is the linear span of elements of the form [a(r), b], a e 70, b £ Ly .

Now let R = /?o © R\ be the subalgebra 70 © Ts. Suppose a £ Rç,, b £ Ry,
and [a, b] — 0. Since Ry c M, it follows from (39) and (40) with x = c,
y = a, and z = b that [a(fc), c, Z>] = 0 for any c £ R. Replacing a by b2
in this relation we get (ad b)2k+l z = 0. It follows from this that, for any b in

jR1;wehave (ad b2)k+l =0.

If all the ßj in (29) are zero the the weak identity x"+1 = 0 holds in the
representation of 7o on Ly, hence Ts — 0 for some s and Ry — 0. If the

coefficients ßj are not equal to zero simultaneously then we have (39). As was

shown, (ad b2)k+i is the zero map on /?o for any b in Ry. If, in addition, all

the y¡ in (30) are zero then we have [x, (x2)(n), z] — 0 for any x, z in Ly.

Hence, (ad ¿>2)("+1) = 0 on Ly for arbitrary b in Ly.
Let «i, ... , aq be arbitrary elements in R0 such that (ad a¡)T = 0 in /?.

We want to show that there exists such a 7 = P(q, 7) that (ad(<2i H-\-aq))p

- 0 in R. If H is the Lie algebra generated by a i, ... , aq then the hypothesis

of the lemma there exists a N such that [b^, u] = 0 for all u £ R and
b £ H2. It follows from this that H2 acts on R in a nilpotent way, that

is, there exists m, depending only on /V, such that [dy, ... , dm , u] — 0 for

dy, ... ,dm £ H2 and u £ R. As a Lie algebra, H2 is generated by the

commutators of the form

(43) [a{,...,aqtq),ai],       0 < /,, ... , tq < 7 - 1, £>>0.

Now (ad(«i H-h aq))p(v) can be written as a linear combination of commu-

tators of the form

[ b,,..., br, a [h ',..., aqk ', v ],        0 < j !,..., jq < T - 1,

where by, ... ,br have the form (43). Since the degree of each element of the

form (43) over all variables a¡ does not exceed qT, we have r > P/qT - 1 .

It follows then that (ad(ö! + •• • + aq))p = 0 on R if P > (m + \)qT.
It follows from what has been proved that there exists a t such that for any

by, b2 £ Ry we have (ad[¿>i, b2])' = 0 since 2[bx, b2] = (by + b2)2 -b\-b\.
In its turn, this means that the action of any element in R\ on R is nilpotent.

Now we can prove the local solubility of the Lie superalgebra H - Hq ®Hy =

R\ © [R0, Ry]. Let S = S0 © Sy = alg{yi, ... , yq , xy, ... , xq} be a finitely
generated subalgebra in H, where y, e H0 and x, £ Hy. We will first prove

the nilpotence of the action of So on Si.
If b £ So, then b = ay -\-\-aq + by -\-h bq + y , where b¡ = [z,, x¡],

Zj £ Hy , a¡ = [t¡, y i], ti £ Ho , and y is a linear combination of generators

yy, ... ,yq . It follows from the nilpotence of the action of R2 on R that

there exists such an N0 that (ady,)^0 = 0, i = 1, ... , q. Since (ad b¡)'

= 0 there exists an Ny, which does not depend on by, ... , bq, such that

(ad(Z?i H-1- bq))Ni — 0. By the hypothesis of the lemma there exists an N2 ,
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depending only on q, such that (ad(öi + ••• + aq))Nl = 0. It follows that

(ad b)N = 0 in S, and that N does not depend on b. Consequently So acts

on Si in a nilpotent way. Since S2 c So © [So, Si], it follows from this that

for some /' we have S(y) c So , where S(y) is the 7'th term of the derived series

of S. By our hypothesis, So satisfies (28), which implies solubility (see [6]).

Hence S is a soluble Lie superalgebra.

It follows from the definition of R and from (41) that 7(s) c R. Now R
has an ideal H such that the derived algebra of R/H is an ordinary Lie algebra

since R2 c H + Ro . As (R/H)2 is a Lie algebra with (28), it is soluble. Hence,

r(N) c h for some /y. it follows then that L^ c H for some q .
So far we have proved the local solubility of 7(<?), an ideal of the Lie super-

algebra 7. To derive the local solubility of 7 we need two auxiliary lemmas.

Lemma 10. Let 7 = 70 © 7i be a finitely generated Lie superalgebra satisfying

the conditions of Lemma 9 with locally soluble derived algebra. Then 70 is a
finitely generated Lie algebra.

Proof. If 7 is a Lie superalgebra generated by even elements yy,... , ym and

odd elements Xy, ... , xm then this is the linear span (modulo alg{yi, ... , ym})

of the commutators of the form [by, ... , br] such that each factor is a com-

mutator of the form [y,,, ... , yJs, x¡]. Each commutator of this kind can be

replaced by a linear combination of elements of the form

(44) \y?l),...,y&m),hl,..r,h„xi],

where hy, ... , ht are commutators of the form

(45) [y1"l),...,y#m),y;],      m + -~ + Pm >o.

If Ho = alg{yi, ... ,ym} then, by the hypothesis, Z/q acts on 7 in a nilpotent

way, hence t in (44) does not exceed a certain number /0 •

Using (28) and (29), as was done in Lemma 5, it is easy to observe that
[by, ... , br] is in the //o-submodule generated by the commutators of the

form [cy, ... , cr], where each c¡ has the form (44), (45) with X\, ... , km,

Hi,... , fim < n — 1. The number of these elements is finite. If we denote these

elements by zy, ... , zp then 7 coincides with the //o-submodule generated

by B + Hq , where B = Bo®By = a\g{zy, ... , zp} . Since all the z, are in By,

the derived algebra B2 of B is generated by a finite number of commutators

of the form [z(x    ,..., zpyp), z¡] with 0 <yy, ... , yp <2, £ y,> 0.

Since T2 is locally soluble and B2 c 72, B is a soluble Lie superalgebra

satisfying the hypotheses of Lemma 4. Hence, Bq is a finitely generated Lie

algebra. Since To — alg{yi, ... , ym, Bo), it follows that the proof of Lemma

10 is complete.

Lemma 11. Let L be a Lie superalgebra satisfying the conditions of Lemma 9.

If L2 is a locally soluble Lie superalgebra then 7 is locally soluble.

Proof. Let 7 be finitely generated. Then, by Lemma 10, its even component

7o is finitely generated, too. By the hypothesis of Lemma 9, 7q acts on 7 in

a nilpotent way.

As before, L<«> C H, where H = R2 © [R0, Ry]. If d = dim70/7^ then
any element h in //0 can be written as the sum of at most d + 1 summands,

one of them being in L\ , while the remaining have the form [ay,a2], where
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ay, a2 £ R\. Since (ad[ai, a2])' = 0 there exists a p such that (ad h)p = 0,

p not depending on h £ Ho. It follows then that the action of //0 on Hy is

nilpotent and that H is soluble (as in the proof of Lemma 9). Since 7(?) c H,

L is soluble, proving the lemma.

To finish the proof of Lemma 9 it is sufficient to recall that T(<7) is locally
soluble for some q. Now Lemma 11 enables us to derive the solubility of
/,(?-!) t £(«-2), ... , T, and the proof is complete.

Theorem 5. A variety y of Lie superalgebras over afield of characteristic zero

is locally residually finite if and only if it satisfies identities of the form (28), (29),

and (30), and, in any finitely generated algebra of y, we have an identity of
the form (38).

Proof. If a variety y satisfies all identities listed above then, by Lemma 9, it

is locally soluble. By Theorem 4, y is a locally residually finite variety.

Now let y be a locally residually finite variety of Lie superalgebras. By

Theorem 3 then (28), (29), and (30) hold. As in Theorem 4, for even free

generators xy, ... , xt, yx, ... , yt of a relatively free algebra in y, there exists

a number N such that (ad([xi, yi] H-(- [xt, yt]))N = 0. Consequently, any

finitely generated algebra in y is soluble by Lemma 9 and, as was shown in

Theorem 4, it satisfies an identity of the form (38). Now the proof of Theorem

5 is complete.
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